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SYNOPSIS 

 

Setting and Brief Notes. 

 

Evelina is referred to as the Alpha meaning the first one. The first letter of the Greek alphabet. As 

things stand she has the ability to win victory for the good side outright. All they must do is protect 

the recipient of their digital currency and their new leader for stage one. That is to protect everyone 

one hundred percent from the deadly attacks of the Devil’s Eyes’ assassins. This can only be 

achieved if she survives the sacrifice attempt. On the other hand, her death and any killings of the 

new recipients and their leader will defeat this instant victory or sudden-death for them 

 

Evelina is also referred to as the Omega. Omega means the twenty-fourth letter of the Greek 

alphabet and also in this book as the signal of the end of the days. A reference to the end of the 

system we know today. Or the beginning of a new system of global governance introduced by 

Tomorrow’s World Order. But with reference to Evelina as the last woman or person. Means one 

who will close the fighting phases and herald a victory to the winning team. The fighting stages are 

arranged in such a way that there are twenty-four stages. There being two stages in which they can 

claim outright win or sudden-death that is in the first stage also referred to as the Alpha. Secondly, 

in the last stage referred to as the Omega or stage twenty-four. 

There are twenty-four seats represented by twenty-four hours of the day. Each hour of the day 

represents a seat to be won. As things stand. There are twelve hours allocated to each side. The 

good side represents the days with twelve hours. The bad side or evil side is often known as the 

darkness having twelve hours as well as equivalent to night hours. Any seat or hour gained from 

each side changes the pattern and the balance of power. There are two opportunities to defeat the 

other side. Killing all to claim all twelve hours or seats from them, meaning if it’s the good team 



they can have two double twelve hours of the day. An event often referred to as the second coming 

of the sun or son in religious circles but actually meaning a win over the darkness as if the sun 

shines twice from 6 am to 6 pm then again from 6 pm to 6 am it will have come twice. Meaning a 

day without a night. Something David believes is equivalent to the stage of human development 

here on earth referred to as paradise in the bible. The opposite is true. Defeating the good team will 

mean no day but two nights of darkness from 6 pm to 6 am and then from 6 am to 6 pm. Eclipse or 

second coming of darkness. Which refers to the devil’s taking over of earth. Any seats they gain 

changes the balance of power. 

There are catalysts and stalling tactics that can be employed to speed up things or slow progress. 

Most are in the form of angels or keys who are people often children who were given secrets they 

must keep until the time is right where they are expected to come forward and tell the secret to 

solve a problem at that time and also claim their share of the wealth usually one twenty-fourth of 

the world’s riches. But serious money to see the regime killing these. There are twenty-four 

chapters to the gold scriptures as well. Each representing an hour of the day. That also means 

twenty-four keys who are people; boys or girls each opening a separate chapter with a key to that 

chapter only. The secrets in the chapter make the world go around. As they are manuals with 

answers to all global problems. Answers people desperately need. But when a greedy leader takes 

over and decided to sacrifice all these keys. First, to steal their share of the world’s wealth they all 

go into hiding. As for two thousand years, no one had solved God’s Dilemma. Meaning setting up 

to challenge the title and change the current system until now. Only a few keys remain now as most 

have been killed hence the difficulty of finding answers. Among them, there is only one both sides 

need. A true key is often referred to as the true seal or catalyst. This is referred to as the Alpha the 

first one as it opens the title challenge. It is also known as the Omega as it closes the title challenge. 

To the good side, this Alpha and Omega can give them victory outright if it survives the sacrifice 

attempt giving this good side chances to fight until the last phase which is the omega or stage 

twenty-four. This key is also a catalyst if captured by the evil or bad side. In that, they can use it to 

void the other seats the good side might have. When the bad side has reached a majority of eighteen 

seats out of the twenty-four possible ones. They can use it to declare early victory too. A point 

where the evil side can declare victory as chances of mounting a challenge after that will be slim. 

But there are other keys they can manipulate to their advantage to buy lifelines and win over their 

enemies. Or stall their end. 

The good side at one point requires the Alpha dead to win. Then at another stage requires her to be 

alive depending on other keys she comes into contact with that change’s the power game. To save 

his men and declare victory early David must kill some of these keys especially this Alpha and the 

Omega because she is a double agent too. In that, the evil side is using her as an initiation to try to 

kill him. That makes a test of honor, loyalty, and betrayal for him especially when she runs away 

from the bad side to their side becoming a Trojan horse. They are tested to the limit. As David must 

choose between keeping her in his team. Against everyone else or get her killed by his men to save 

them. But who does he choose to save and with what consequences? Especially when they find out 

that she has everyone’s fate in her hands. Is it a life of regrets? The stakes are raised, and they are 

put to their breaking points. Left hanging on a thread. It is on the edge of the seat from the word go. 

You will have your heart in your hands throughout. Guaranteed!! The people you are supposed to 

protect are the very people you must kill to save your team and humanity. For the Alpha and the 

Omega. Only through her death. Can the good side win? On the other side, her death as well gives 

the evil team victory on a plate. But this is in contradiction to the pledges the leader of Tomorrow’s 

World Order made. As he pledged to protect and save women and kids never to spill blood. But the 

regime knowing his pledges. Used women and children putting them in the line of fire. To save his 

men, David must order the killings of these keys. The ones who are left to control everyone’s 

destiny. But that will mean defeating the establishing of Tomorrow’s World Order. It is a thin line 

between honor and betrayal as he will let his men die to save these keys. Or will he? But are they 



going to bite him in the back? When he discovered that they are the very people entrusted with the 

keys to hell? It is a roller coaster. A fact he discovered is that it is not easy to play God. No human 

can ever wear God’s shoes. Simply because the traumatic experiences involved are not meant for 

humans. No wonder they say God is a spirit. That is for a reason. So, he can handle the traumatic 

experiences involved. Something they say. Is only left for God. No wonder for the past two 

thousand years, no human had attempted to solve God’s Dilemma until now. Out of this world. The 

revelations in this book leave your head spinning and craving for more answers and can let you cast 

doubt about everything you have heard all your life. As some secrets are meant to remain sealed 

forever. What happens when they are revealed? Is something shocking and traumatic that some 

people would embark on a killing spree to have peace again? 

A lot of events happen either by chance or planned but events that will change the course of history 

either benefiting those fighting for a system change or the regime itself. We have the most shocking 

event broadcasted lives on national televisions globally as the families of the most powerful seven 

countries in the world are gunned down simultaneously all then broadcasted live. That triggered 

what was supposed to be revenge attacks but somehow a new law and order have the victims here 

the Presidents supposed by the courts and all regarded as temporary insane for two years as the 

effects of such event as the judge argued were so traumatic to render any reasonable man as 

temporarily insane. Let alone the most powerful leaders who are required to show sound judgment. 

Somehow to everyone’s shock that stalled the revenge attacks. It only comes to light that it was no 

coincidence but delaying tactics as one by one the Presidents started dying. The greatest question is 

that who is the culprit. All evidence points to the power-hungry and system change advocates in 

Tomorrow’s World Order headed by David who soon become on a collisional path with the regime. 

It seems as if David had planned this, years back as all the events that occurred after only benefited 

him and as a revolution for a system change. But was he the one who killed the gatekeeper whose 

body was found badly decomposed with a 666-card left on it? Something that pointed to David as 

he declared that he has a license-to-kill referred to as the Ultima-Talionis which he interchangeably 

also referred to as the Mark of the Beast but referring to the lion as the beast as in Ultimate- lion-is. 

Something the detective confused as the bible’s mark of the beast in revelation as a mark of the 

devil. But to everyone’s surprise, there is a secret cult that worships the devil. So powerful that they 

literally run the world. As David is also fighting system change they are the ones poised to lose as 

they had linked digital weapons to money-making people to chooses between these harmful digital 

weapons and money. On the basis that a reasonable man would choose good health and part away 

with the money. The regime had decided to use these digital weapons to control the money. A lot of 

people started having bad health as the regime deliberately release deadly digital pathogens to 

control the flow of money that triggered David in his fight for justice. They were breaking 

international laws. But when the gatekeeper died a list with the names of all the devil worshippers 

went missing. The last time that happened is also the only time the cult stopped existing as everyone 

on the list ended up dead. The gold scriptures were lost until discovered two hundred years ago. 

Ever since they have put things in place to make sure that will never happen again. There are a lot 

of suspects. The gatekeeper had found love out of this world. Love that he treasures enough to 

destroy the oldest establishment that existed even before God created this world. But when the lover 

ends up dead in mysterious circumstances that changed the focus. The bank had offered loans that 

were written off as they exchanged these for information in the gold scriptures but now they believe 

that they have written enough loans and lost a lot of money enough to declare that they have paid 

the true value of the gold scriptures. But with the religious cult the Devil’s Eyes declaring that he 

gold scriptures are not for sale. That changed the focus again now back to Tomorrow’s World 

Order. The detective found out that the gatekeeper was not only responsible for vetting members to 

go on the list but letting out the digital weapons and watermarks into the system and attaching this 

to the money. Tomorrow’s world Orders became the chief suspects again as he was their number 

one target. When David confessed that he was secretly blackmailed that shifted the blame to the 



religious cult. That they have a motive to kill so as to protect the cult. But when a power-hungry 

leader in Marson took over he becomes the suspect as Hudson and his nephew died. But the 

establishment of the Executive Branch who took over as the final word of say from the President 

that raised questions of an inside job. As the detective investigates the regime’s interest they 

discovered that they might have strong motives especially when they embark on to confiscate David 

gazillion dollars in digital currency and aimed to obliterate them. But when they released that all 

this could be something God if he was a man could have done, it left everyone confused. Was this 

what solving God’s dilemma really means? I swear the twist and turns in this book series you will 

never find these anywhere else. The love and romance are one that leaves people crying and 

wishing this could happen to them. It does not stop there. The president is missing. The cult has a 

motive to kill him as he was about to expose everyone as the devil worshipper. He is an alcoholic 

but a billionaire too with the funds being cut for other projects being used to make digital weapons 

causing people to gray early, die early and wrinkle more than natural and a breakthrough where 

people can convert thought so all people on earth to word or audio make it possible for people with 

money like David to listen to everyone’s thoughts just by playing his mp3 player that saw people 

kidnapping and killing for sponsorship and donations. But is this the only motive? Could he have 

disappeared due to his crackdown on digital currency especially when it comes out that his billions 

of dollars are as a result of digital currency? But he has a big mouth too upsetting everyone. That 

increased his enemies too. But another project that tries to give everyone the best of health but 

putting some ideal base nodes in a vegetative state to power the rest of the population is established 

the suspects just changed. But when a secret blackmailer becomes greedy as David becomes more 

rich planting of evidence meant all the evidence pointing back to Tomorrow’s World Order. The 

roller coaster continues with sagas and court drama out of this world that the reader is always on the 

edge of the seat. David has enemies everywhere as he is fighting an established system. One that he 

believes is obsolete that the police and hospitals have become front-line violators of international 

laws. Human hacking people, violating copyright laws, killing people, secretly practicing torture 

through technologically advanced gadgets. Secret slavery. Grooming and colony collapse strategy 

all at the hands of these hospitals, doctors, and the police. That led him to advocate for the 

defunding of these as the system is a pyramid. Meaning more people must be there below the 

poverty line for the system to remain stable. The defunding calls of the police saw the police at 

times being set up by the hospital through GPS as everyone is now digitalized are killing innocent 

kids, women, and men to recreate the 1980s so as to defeat these defunding claims so as to remain 

viable. That set up a collisional path with Tomorrow’s World Order and their courts resulting in the 

greatest standoff since the world was created. As the crowd at the last minute took Ultima Talionis 

assignments most teens taking guns to defend Tomorrow’s World Order leaving for the first-time 

millions also of this police and army dead. Somehow after being surrounded as the government 

tried to confiscate their money after stealing trucks full of money belonging to this Tomorrow’s 

World Order they survived the obliteration that flattened their mansion they were hiding. After a 

face-to-face and killing of the leader of the regime still, the regime refused to a system change. 

Triggering World War Three. 

World’s First: Power Games to change the system. 

Throughout they can play with parameters manipulating these to give them lifelines and 

advantageous positions over their enemies. These parameters are the number of assassins they can 

have as attacking killers. Secondly, they can increase their value and base score by trading digital 

currency or printing more money and introducing it in the system wisely watching things like 

hyperinflation. They can increase the circulating digital currency to increase their value and the 

base score to weaken their enemies. This has the effect of making them get more groups of 

assassins than allocated for that phase. If the base score is high enough they have extra prizes for 

that phase for example extra seats they can claim before the phase closes. Knowledge is power as 

the new side fighting for a system change. Is fighting a cult that existed even before this world was 



created. The greatest advantage they have is that they have manuals on how to do this in the gold 

scriptures. Since knowledge is power the current regime has no issue as it simply lends the gold 

scriptures to banks for loans that will be written off. As long as they make a profit to cover the loan. 

The new team of Tomorrow’s World Order is disadvantaged. As they know nothing but must solve 

the pandora puzzle for the answer. For them, it is a trial and error in some cases with serious 

consequences. It is high stakes and high risks. A matter of life and death. Thirdly they can choose 

an attack or defensive mood. The current regime has everything to lose so they embark on an attack 

as a form of defence. Outnumbered, the new team of Tomorrow’s World Order is driven to a cave 

or bunker, but they have everything at their disposal to use.  

The only rule is that there are no rules. Even though everyone insists on the following protocol. 

Nobody follows protocol when the odds are against them as cheating becomes the norm. That 

triggered a game of trick and then trick again until you win. 

The goal is to win and survive at any cost. But as things are for the current regime to them it seems 

as if it’s an easy win. That they promise to deal with them as they have done with all those who are 

now six feet under. But for the new team, it’s a World’s First: Power Game. A fight against all odds 

even if that means triggering World War Three. So be it because what is at stake is the obliteration 

of mankind either way. The regime has decided on a permanent solution after centuries of falling 

for the same mistake. Now they are sure that the problem lies with the creation itself. When God 

created the people. He used his image. His DNA and the sand that was there. Little did he know that 

before this world existed another world was there. The kingdom of darkness. Who believe that God 

used a contaminated specimen in the sand that had the devils’ DNA. Meaning all the people created 

had both God’s image or DNA as well as the Devil’s image or DNA. This revelation is shocking. 

The truth is that ninety-five percent of the people’s DNA belongs to the Devil. A fact the devil 

raised giving God answers as to why the people don’t listen to him. The Devil explained that their 

DNA means they can only do evil and must be taught to do good. Eve being the proof of that as she 

disobeyed their creator God. Choosing to listen to the devil. This is not rocket science, argued the 

devil. A baby leopard will do exactly like what its parents the leopards do. Simply because that is 

controlled by their similar DNA. This is the problem now as whoever takes over must destroy all 

the people who are contaminated having both God’s and the Devil’s DNA. The Devil will need to 

create new people with only his DNA if his team wins. God on the other hand must destroy all 

people to recreate people with only his DNA. People who will listen to him. This means the end of 

all mankind as both would prefer all dead and restart creation. But God believes there is still a ray 

of hope. His challenge is to see if all humans can solve what he calls God’s Dilemma? Meaning a 

challenge to see if there is one person who can think outside the box and follow God’s footsteps and 

take humanity to the next stage of development as he had originally planned. A stage here on earth 

that is so advanced that it resembles paradise in heaven. The disobedience by Eve brought death 

into the world. Thereby defeating God’s plan. But if Eve had not disobeyed God. Then there 

wouldn’t be death and this paradise was going to be a stage of development here on earth. Where 

technology will bring riches to all increasing basic standards and bringing wealth to all to levels 

never thought of before. But first, one must solve God’s Dilemma. But at what cost? The regime 

has started using digital weapons to accompany money letting people choose between money or 

their good health. But David sees this as a breach of human rights and international laws as these 

are basics. His question is this; “Why do people have to choose between money and good health 

when they can have both? That set up a collisional path with the regime with serious consequences. 

Can he change the system? Can the regime allow tempering and sabotages? 

IO will let you read the book. 

A book series to address current issues affecting humanity globally. Chances are that one of the 

issues raised in this Books Series Evelina had given you sleepless nights. But not anymore. Not just 

for entertainment as it can be to enlighten you the reader and act as a motivator or as a driver for 



most to aim higher even if that means fighting for a system change. Welcome to Tomorrow’s World 

Order. 
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